attention to the strategies pursued by African Americans, and to class divisions within black communities over those strategies. 5 Scholars have paid more attention to the whites who travelled to Harlem after dark to frequent its cabarets, nightclubs and speakeasies. Particularly in the late 1920s, they came to drink the illegal liquor found more readily and largely free of policing in Harlem, and to experience the neighborhood's nightlife, in the form of the performances playing on racial stereotypes offered by nightclubs largely limited to white audiences, and the jazz and dancing of smaller, mixed-race nightspots. While those white slummers provoked the ire of respectable black Harlem for bringing vice to the neighborhood, few actual clashes between blacks and whites occurred -at least inside the venues. What did occur, Kevin Mumford and Chad Heap emphasize, was sexual permissiveness among whites and cross-racial sexual intimacy, extending from dancing to necking and petting. Mumford goes as far as to argue that for white homosexuals, "sharing space [with African Americans] in the speakeasies resulted in shared music and dance, common idioms and social rituals." Rather than sexuality, Michael Lerner chose to emphasize commentary by black writers that saw mingling in nightclubs as dissipating racial animosity. However, the layout of nightclubs often limited mixing to being in each other's gaze and sharing the experience of a performance, Shane Vogel has recently argued, with blacks and whites seated at different tables and mixed race parties generally barred from sitting and socializing together. 6 Moreover, the character of the interracial relationships that did form are the subject of considerable debate. Scholars of the Harlem Renaissance in particular disagree about the extent to which white sponsors influenced or exploited the African American authors with whom they became associated. as it affects Harlem as a community, has grown less and less each year for the past ten years;
and the signs are that there will not be a recrudescence." 9 With the white presence dispensed with in this way, some historians have gone as far as presenting black neighborhoods as a place where, as sociologists St. Clair Drake and Horace Clayton put it in their classic study of Chicago, blacks "find rest from white folks as well as from labor." James Grossman reproduced that image in his study of Chicago, describing the South Side as "a refuge, and a haven" for blacks from the discrimination and violence they faced elsewhere in the city.
Marcy Sacks employed another variation of that characterization in describing early Harlem as offering its black residents "a world among themselves." 10 Many other scholars implicitly adopt that picture by focusing on the building and fragmentation of African American communities. What conflicts between blacks and whites are discussed in these studies occur outside or on the boundaries of black neighborhoods, not within them.
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The glimpses of life in Harlem that can be gleaned from black newspapers, the New York Age and the New York Amsterdam News, and legal records are at odds with that image of the neighborhood as a place free of tensions between blacks and whites. 12 They are filled with reports of not only white business owners, police and slummers, but also other whites who 6 featured in the everyday life of black residents: deliverymen, salesmen and bill collectors; public school teachers; hospital staff; drivers; and sports fans. They describe interracial encounters often quite different from those that occurred in Harlem's nightclubs, contact that frequently led to conflict. These unaccounted for aspects of life in the neighborhood reveal that Harlem was a space of contestation, negotiation, resistance, and accommodation. That is not to say that friction with the whites present in Harlem, and other northern black neighborhoods, overshadowed the web of institutions, organizations and social and cultural practices that residents created, and that scholars of the African American urban experience have reconstructed. 13 Rather, it is to recast the context in which that community took shape, and to look at the pattern of race relations shaped by that community.
We bring into focus race relations within Harlem by using maps to locate and visualize the white presence in the neighborhood. Displaying information on a map does not provide answers, but generates questions about how to understand the patterns that are revealed. 14 The maps of Harlem reproduced in existing historical studies do not provoke queries about race relations within the district so much as foreclose them, being concerned only with showing the extent of the black residential population or individual landmarks within those boundaries. 15 Harlem's entertainments. 31 While blacks owned and drove cars, automobiles driven by whites made up most of the traffic that passed through Harlem, including the vast majority of the taxis serving the neighborhood, thanks to the refusal of the three largest taxicab companies to employ black drivers. 32 At least for a time, whites also retained exclusive access to some places within Harlem. Two officers, one white and one black, ordered him inside. Carter refused, asserting that as a tenant he had a right to be there; the officers, claiming that he also had made an obscene remark, tried to arrest him, batons swinging. Carter's friends scattered, but his cries brought Peter, his younger brother, to his aid. A fierce brawl resulted, leaving all four men with bruises and broken bones. The Watkins brothers alleged that they sustained at least some of their injuries after being handcuffed, in beatings administered on the way to the 135 th Street station and within its walls. Two days later, when arraigned in the Magistrates Court, they were still so covered in blood and bruises that a reporter described their features as "unrecognizable." Few residents traded blows with police to the extent that these two men did, but others did join them in taking on officers in court. The Watkins secured supporting testimony from the superintendent of their building and three women tenants, and, even more importantly, Reverend Hayes, who knew the family from Danville, Virginia, arranged for a lawyer to represent them. Such actions were not without consequences. Another man who appeared to testify found himself under arrest, charged with assaulting the officers, a scenario that would be repeated in many other cases, although in this instance the ploy failed.
After a two-day trial, Magistrate Silberman dismissed the charges against the Watkins brothers, and urged action against the officers.
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Hardly surprisingly, there were many occasions when residents were so riled by police activity that, far from waiting to challenge them in court, crowds took direct action against an attitude that reflected, as the reporter put it, individuals "embittered against white police."
Nevertheless, most of the crowd of over 2000 took no part in attacks on police, and were easily dispersed by the firetrucks and carloads of armed police reserves summoned to the scene. Editorializing in the Age, Fred Moore described these bystanders as simply "unoccupied people taking the air" --this happened after all in Lenox Avenue on a Sunday evening in summer --drawn to the arrest by the noise, commotion and congregation of people, not, as his white colleagues claimed, by a racial hatred that made them riotous.
Certainly, had black feeling been as antagonistic as the white press claimed, there were many more opportunities for disturbances than ever occurred. Commissioner for disciplinary hearings, even if ultimately they were rarely held accountable. 53 Moore also campaigned for more law enforcement, most famously by regularly publishing a list of addresses that housed speakeasies, in an unsuccessful effort to stir the police to action. The Age championed the hiring of more black police officers, and celebrated their achievements. Not numbered among the successes of these black officers, however, was a reduction in tension between residents and the police. Possibly demonstrating some of the pressures of surviving in the police force, black officers featured in the attacks on both the Watkins brothers and Clarence Donald and behaved in ways that were indistinguishable from their white colleagues. 54 Traffic accidents involving white drivers led to clashes similar to those precipitated by policing. In the mid-1920s, an average of almost ten people a day, including two children, suffered injuries in automobile accidents between 130th and 155 th Streets, most on the avenues. Traffic police, stationed at the most dangerous intersections over the course of the 1920s thanks to the agitation of black leaders, could not control the traffic. In fact, on at least one occasion, Officer Reuben Carter, the black officer who manned one of Harlem's most prominent intersections, was himself hit by a vehicle while at his post. 55 Nor did the signal lights installed on the avenues in 1928 appear to help much; a misunderstanding of the signals was a common explanation for crashes. 56 Given that most drivers, including all those driving public transport and most behind the wheel of taxis, were white, many crashes were interracial affairs. Some flared into confrontations that drew in bystanders in the same way that clashes with police did. Such was the case one afternoon in June 1925, when a crosstown streetcar hit a black laborer named Thomas Emanuel as he tried to cross 145 th Street near Seventh Avenue. Apparently he suffered only minor injuries, at least until he demanded an explanation from the white motorman. A short pithy insult directed at the black man led to blows and then another motorman joined in and countless bystanders followed suit. A wild brawl, accompanied by a cacophony of swearing, screaming women and children, whistles and car horns, ensued for some twenty-five minutes, stopping traffic, and ending only when a police officer finally arrived. In a decision suggestive of the way things were in Harlem, police charged Emanuel, and not with assault, but with inciting a riot. 57 Given the white presence in Harlem, blacks could not always count on the odds being in their favour in such clashes. When Dr. Perry Cheney started arguing with a white man after their vehicles were involved in a collision at the corner of Eighth Avenue and 145 th Street in December 1926, he soon found himself surrounded by a group of whites. At least one, John Torpey, allegedly admitted that he had "rushed into the fight merely on the basis of color without waiting to determine who was right." In the ensuing "free-for-all," Cheney drew a pocketknife and stabbed Torpey. While his action scattered much of the crowd, Cheney ultimately paid a high price for that respite. Arrested and charged with assault, the black man failed to convince a jury that he had acted in self-defence, and was sentenced to a term of eighteen months to three years in Sing Sing prison. 58 Whites who visited Harlem could also draw hostile reactions, depending on where they went.
Those seeking sex and cheap liquor on Harlem's street corners and side streets provoked more antagonism than did those patronizing entertainment venues. Some men in search of prostitutes mistakenly approached respectable black women, inflaming both the women and male bystanders. 59 More often, white men in search of a 'good time' became the prey of By the same token, Gus Amos, the white assistant matchmaker at the Commonwealth Casino, complained that, "Whenever the Negro fighters win from white opponents at this club, and they usually win, their supporters become so enthusiastic that they often make unsportsmanlike and sometimes insulting remarks to the white fans." Black fans rarely went further, but when they felt a black fighter had been cheated of a win over a white opponent, Amos recounted, they did throw peanuts and pieces of hot dog, but seemingly at the judges and referee, not the white fans. 69 Similar feelings permeated basketball games, extending even to contests played outside Harlem. An Amsterdam News story in 1929 scolded the champion Renaissance team, which rarely lost in Harlem, for its record away from the neighborhood, where its "urge to win does not seem to be so strong," reminding the managers and players that "when they meet the best of the white teams, we look on them as our representatives and expect them to give the best in them to uphold our claim to the front rank." that catered to white visitors. 74 Reactions to white businesses in Harlem were even more mixed than to whites visiting the neighborhood. Although some businessmen "were shrewd enough to hold prejudice in restraint for the sake of trade," as columnist Kelly Miller put it, hostility, like that elicited by police and drivers, certainly bubbled to the surface. 75 Ordinary transactions erupted into conflicts that drew in other blacks. The screams of a black customer, for example, attracted an angry crowd of several hundred to a hat-cleaning and shoe-shining establishment on Lenox Avenue in July 1930. She had been arguing with the white proprietor, Philip Nasselbaum, over ribbon missing from a hat that she had had him clean, when he allegedly struck her. With the crowd besieging the shop, a police officer on the scene had to summon a squad in order to arrest Nasselbaum and protect his store. 76 Poor service, a lack of respect, cheating, and racist jibes all provoked black customers into similar angry challenges to white control of Harlem's retail spaces and banks. 77 However, in most cases, residents did not respond to objectionable behavior with confrontations. The Age lamented that instead most customers "meekly accepted" their treatment. 78 Characteristically more biting in its judgement, the Interstate Tattler noted that, aside from the occasional West Indian woman or housewife fresh from the South, "the rest of us seem to glory in being victimized," with women of the notion that "to insist on getting what they ask for or to protest against short weight would not be ladylike." 79 More was at work in continued patronage of white businesses than a lack of fortitude or a concern with respectability. Some residents actually preferred them, choosing not to spend their money in stores run by members of their own race, and refusing to make payments to black collectors, to be served by black waiters or taxi drivers, or to be examined by black physicians. In explaining their behavior, those residents claimed white businesses carried more stock, provided better service and charged lower prices, and that white professionals had greater skill. 80 And in many cases, thanks to the refusal of whites to provide blacks with capital and access to training, they were correct. The Age, a relentless spruiker of black enterprise, accepted such complaints in regards to an older generation of businessmen, "the old time, slow, sleepy negro business man," with "his gloomy, half-lit, half-stocked place of business," but pronounced the 1920s a new era, in which "keener men" would win black patronage. 81 The experiences of one firm celebrated by the paper suggested otherwise. Bell and Delaney, a menswear store in a new building on the corner of 135 th Street and Seventh
Avenue, managed by William K. Bell, and backed by Hubert Delaney, an assistant US District Attorney and his sister Sarah, a high school teacher, had the fittings and fashions of "a regular Fifth Avenue shop," not to mention the imprimatur of its middle-class owners.
When the business celebrated its fifth anniversary in 1930, the Age lauded it as a success. 82 Bell wrote the paper to qualify that achievement:
It has not been an easy task to go these five years….Our people, at first, are slow in patronizing their own businesses, because a great many of them think that their own just cannot give them the same values that other people give for the same prices. But just stick long enough with fair business methods, and gain their confidence, and many in our group will walk any number of blocks to spend one nickel with you. After a white assassin's bullet finally put an end to Dutch Schultz and his efforts to control numbers in 1935, blacks and whites reached an accommodation. Most of the money bet on numbers continued to leave the neighborhood, but blacks operated some banks and handled most of the day to day operations of the game, which, as had been the case from its invention, took place largely in Harlem's black spaces, its residences rather than its businesses. 89 Such encounters puncture any sense that Harlem offered a world apart from whites or a realm in which blacks could relax their concern about racial discrimination and violence. To be sure, there were a multitude of places within Harlem controlled by blacks, mostly residences, but also churches, fraternal lodges and some dance halls and theatres. But white controlled businesses and public places ran through the heart of Harlem, fragmenting the black district in ways obscured by maps that represent the district as a solid area of black residences. Mapping the places that made up Harlem and the breadth of everyday life that occurred within them reveals the variety of interactions that blacks had with the whites within the neighborhood. In keeping with James Weldon Johnson's picture of racial harmony, residents shared sporting venues as well as nightspots with white visitors without incident. They also gave their custom to white storeowners who did business in Harlem, and used services supplied by or managed by whites. However, they also experienced hostility, exploitation, and violence from some police officers, drivers, visitors, business owners and gangsters, and reacted by contesting and resisting that conduct. Such friction with whites within the neighborhood, of longer standing than unequal treatment in the New Deal and the 
